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Abstract 
Companies adopting Agile software development methodologies are becoming a growing 
trend. The roles responsible for managing and participating in these types of projects must make 
a significant shift in focus when moving from the waterfall development process to a more 
adaptive way of working.  Even with the growing adoption and increasing amount of study 
around Agile, the literature and texts prescribing the various Agile methodologies do not address 
the specific role of the Business Analayst.  In this paper, the role of the Business Analyst in 
Agile is explored through a qualitative study within a large software development organization 
utilizing Agile development.  Through the course of directly participating and observing Agile 
project work, five distinct themes of the BA role were identified:  Communication, Agile 
Process, Analysis, Prioritization, and Dependency Management.  The study concludes with a 
discussion of the limitations of this inquiry and approach as well as suggestions for further 
research. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Agile development methodologies such as eXtreme Programming and Scrum are being
adopted more widely in organizations that want to become more adaptive to changing market
and business conditions (Pikkarainen et al., 2008).  Agile development methods present a stark 
contrast from the traditional way of developing software.  The so called process "heavy" 
methodologies which were predominately in place from the late 1970s to 1990s emphasized 
intense periods of up front design captured within lengthy requirements documents followed by
periods of development (Surendra, 2008).  On the other hand, Agile methodologies focus on 
working closely with the customer throughout the entire process, incorporating changes along
the way to deliver the most value in the shortest possible time.   
With a significant shift required to move from the traditional plan-everything-up-front 
methodologies to a more adaptive way of responding to software development challenges, a
number of issues can be encountered.  This would especially be true for employees working at 
organizations where a move to Agile also translates directly into dramatic changes in the way
one works and interacts with other team members.  Such is the case at my organization.   
At my organization, a Business Analyst is primarily responsible for performing
requirements engineering which can be defined as "The process of discovering, analyzing, 
modeling and specifying business and user requirements for an information system." (Nguyen 
& Shanks, 2009, p. 655).  The International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA) formed in 2003 
to provide guidance and to promote the Business Analyst community also discusses the different 
named roles (including requirements engineering) that are under the umbrella of work that a 
Business Analyst performs (IIBA, 2009).  For this discussion and the remainder of the paper, a 
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Requirements Engineer can also be labeled as a Business Analyst and the terms will be used 
interchangeably.  
Cao and Ramesh (2008) found that the process of performing requirements engineering
differs substantially in Agile software development compared to traditional development 
approaches.  The importance of requirements engineering in the process of software 
development cannot be overstated.  Research has pointed to this importance (e.g., Bhat, et al., 
2006; Schreiner, 2007) arguing that the requirement engineering phase of a project is the most 
critical for executing a successful development project.  Although there is much research in the 
area of Agile adoption as a whole, Cao and Ramesh (2008) note that there is little study
specifically focused around the Requirements Engineer in Agile.  
Furthermore, only recently has there been formal guidance provided to the Business 
Analyst community as to the role of the BA in Agile methodologies (IIBA, 2009).  The IIBA 
recently released the 2.0 version of the Business Analyst Body of Knowledge (BABOK) in 
March of 2009 which is a guide to the skills and techniques generally required by Business 
Analysts working in the field.  It can be considered the de facto formal resource for defining the 
role and tasks for Business Analysts.  The IIBA is the only organization that currently certifies 
Business Analysts (Certified Business Analysis Professional) and the BABOK is the basis for the 
certification.  It is important to note that until this new version of the guide, there was no mention 
of Agile development nor how a Business Analyst would perform hislher tasks inside an Agile 
development framework. Given this lack of research and reference, more investigation is 
warranted in this area.
While there are many challenges faced by organizations on their path to Agile adoption, 
the focus of this study will be specifically on the Business Analyst role.  The research question to 
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be answered in this study is:  What is the role of the Business Analyst in an Agile development 
process? It is the aim of this inquiry to provide an answer to this question through a qualitative 
study within a real-world Agile development organization.  Not only will this account be a 
valuable addition to the Agile adoption research area, but it will also assist the Business Analyst 
community and the individual analysts making the transition to Agile development.  This 
information will provide insight and suggestions into additional areas of research around the role 
of the Business Analyst in Agile.
The following introductory sections present background and context to this inquiry.  The 
first section (1.1 Agile Methodologies) introduces some of the more common Agile concepts 
with a heavy emphasis on describing the Scrum development methodology in practice at the 
company where I am currently working.  In section 1.2 Company Background, a narrative 
description is presented around the organization.  This section provides historical perspective, 
key characteristics, and examples of the decisions leading up to the organization's Agile 
adoption. This section also highlights why I decided to investigate the research question.
1.1 Agile Methodologies 
Agile development methodologies were born from a philosophical viewpoint that placed 
a higher value on producing a working product as soon as possible, bringing value to the 
customer from their perspective iteratively through constant interaction, and embracing change 
as a natural exploration in the learning process of building a complex system (Agile Manifesto, 
2001). These values were to be placed higher than the traditional practices of software 
development where all of the planning and design had been traditionally completed up front in 
the process with little or no room to change midstream once the project was placed in motion.   
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The failure of this old way of thinking about software development has been well 
documented and first appeared in a Standish Group study completed in 2001.  That study
reported that 30� of initiated software development projects were completely abandoned before
completion and over 60� were considered to be failures by the project stakeholders (The 
Economist, 2004). As �ighsmith & Cockburn (2001) have noted, "Traditional approaches 
assumed that if we just tried hard enough, we could anticipate the complete set of requirements 
early and reduce cost by eliminating change" (p. 120).  They further argue that trying to 
eliminate change in a project means being unresponsive to the market and business opportunities, 
and thus experience project failure.
While the specifics of the various Agile methodologies differ in their suggested practices, 
they all share a set of twelve common principles that have been outlined by the Agile Manifesto 
(Agile Manifesto, 2001).  These common principles center around teams being able to self 
organize, iterative development cycles with short feedback loops, embracing change driven by
close customer interaction with the working product, and utilizing face to face communication 
when possible. An important aspect of the feedback loop is to not only show the customer a 
working product to get their feedback, but it also involves a team looking at their own processes 
to reflect on what can be improved in the next short development cycle.  
There are several commonly used and accepted Agile methodologies in practice today.  
This discussion will focus on Scrum as that is the process being followed at the case study
organization.  eXtreme Programming and Crystal are also common agile approaches (for 
eXtreme Programming see Beck & Andres 2004; for Crystal, see Cockburn 2007; Cockburn 
2005). The co-creator of Scrum, Ken Schwaber, describes Scrum as set of guidelines which help 
drive the process of software development rather than a traditional prescriptive methodology
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where all the rules are to be followed in any given circumstance (Schwaber, 2004).  �owever,
there are a few rules that should be followed and key roles that must be in place in Schwaber's 
view in order for teams to successfully implement Scrum. 
The first rule of Scrum involves a planning meeting that must occur at the beginning of 
each development cycle.  The development cycle is called a sprint, and it is recommended to be
time constrained to 30 days, although many organizations use shorter or longer durations.  The 
role called the Scrum Master is responsible for planning and facilitating the sprint planning
meeting.  The Scrum Master is typically the project manager, but in Scrum the role is more of a
coach and facilitator than that of the typical project manager (Schwaber, 2004).  This sprint 
planning meeting is time constrained (as is most everything in Scrum).  The meeting is designed
to create a comprehensive list of prioritized chunks of functionality that form the whole of the 
product vision. This list is called the product backlog (Schwaber, 2004).  
The sprint planning meeting is also used to plan the next sprint of development work.  In
this planning session, the team and product owner decide what items the team is willing and able 
to commit to completing for that 30 days of work.  The product owner, who is either a customer 
of the product or a customer representative, must be available to the team during this meeting.  
The product owner is responsible for producing and prioritizing the list of items in the backlog
and the development team is responsible for educating the product owner on how complex each 
item is to build and to commit to completing the list of items by the end of the sprint period.  The 
goal being that at any given sprint end, the product owner can decide to ship the product as is and 
immediately receive value from their investment (Schwaber, 2004).  This is possible because the 
product owner places the highest value items at the top of the backlog (constantly re-prioritizing
at each sprint review meeting with new information or market changes), and the team commits to 
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building each item completely (�A testing, integration, etc.) by the end of the sprint.  Once a 
commitment is made to the sprint backlog of items for that development cycle, the list of items 
cannot be changed until the next sprint planning meeting.  This is to keep the team from losing
their focus and to insulate the team from outside influences that would distract them from 
meeting their goals and commitments.
The next rule that must be followed for a Scrum team involves a daily stand up meeting
of about 15 minutes where the team members building the product are required to answer three 
simple questions: What did I do yesterday?  What will I do today?  What is blocking me from 
getting my work completed?  This meeting is called the daily Scrum (Schwaber, 2004).  The 
Scrum Master is responsible for planning and facilitating these meetings, but will pay particular 
attention to those blocking issues identified by the development team and work toward removing
those obstacles. One of the primary duties of the Scrum Master is to insulate the team from any
outside distractions and to remove any barriers to the team keeping them from meeting their 
sprint commitments (Schwaber, 2004).
The daily Scrum standup meeting is intended to increase visibility into the daily progress 
of the development effort and to spur follow-up discussion between team members.  The meeting
itself should not stray outside of the three questions, and the Scrum Master is responsible for 
making sure these meetings are quick and stay on task.  It is a fundamental value within Scrum 
that when you restrict the time (time-boxing) of activities, then time will be prioritized and 
properly respected by the team members (Schwaber, 2004).
After the daily standup, the next rule of Scrum is that at the conclusion of the sprint 
development period, there is a review meeting where the work produced in that development
sprint is demonstrated to the product owner and any other interested product stakeholders.  This 
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meeting is intended to formally showcase the working product and to illustrate the development 
commitments met (or not met) by the team (Schwaber, 2004).
Once the sprint review meeting is concluded, the final rule of Scrum is that the team 
holds a retrospective meeting (Schwaber, 2004).  The retrospective meeting is a chance for the 
team members to reflect on what they did well in the previous iteration, and what can be 
improved upon in the next sprint period.  This is a feedback loop setup for the team to improve 
upon their processes in developing working product for the next sprint, and should result in 
actionable items for improvement.  Nothing is off-limits, but anything suggested must be agreed 
upon by the team and any change to the Scrum rules has to be approved by the Scrum Master 
(Schwaber, 2004).  
After the retrospective is held, the team gets back together for their next sprint planning
meeting and the process repeats until either the backlog of product features is exhausted, or the 
product owner decides enough functionality has been built to ship or deploy the product into the 
market and stop development.  Ongoing maintenance can continue on the current product and l 
or another product can be spun up depending on how the organization is positioned.  The idea 
being that the team can continue in this iterative development structure indefinitely as long as 
there are products to be built or supported. 
1.2 Company Background 
The setting for this study was conducted at a large software and services organization 
where I am currently employed.  My organization's products and services are offered to our 
clients as a Software as a Service (SAS) model, meaning that the software is delivered and 
hosted by the organization and delivered to the client via the Internet over a web browser.  
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Another model for software delivery is a client side or install locally delivery method whereby a 
client installs the software on their local machine or hosts in their own environment and the 
software then runs in isolation.  This distinction is important to highlight.  In a SAS model many
clients access the same version or instance of the product and therefore one change to our 
software affects all clients.  Because of this risk, my organization has a strictly gated and 
regimented release process. 
The switch to Agile for my organization was brought about after a lengthy update of the 
core delivery software to a new version with a migration strategy to move clients from the old 
version to the new platform.  The update took over two years to complete and was plagued with 
defects. More significantly, after the new version was finally released the organization found 
that it was behind many of its other competitors in terms of features and functionality.  Even 
though the new version was ported to a more stable and extensible development architecture, the 
current customer base did not perceive any real difference in features or functionality and thus 
they saw no benefit in going through a migration.   
From this experience, the company realized that we needed to make a change in the way
we produced and maintained our product.  In order to maintain and grow our current customer 
base, we needed to be in a position to quickly respond to our market needs, and also have a way
to differentiate our old version from the new to entice our existing customers to migrate.  
Furthermore, sustaining and maintaining two different versions of our software is costly and adds 
complexity to every layer in the delivery and support process (i.e., Development, �elp Desk, 
�A, Product Prioritization, etc.).
After much research and consideration, Scrum was chosen as the Agile method to be
implemented and customized within my organization.  The decision to implement Agile was 
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adopted from the top down.  Senior management was in full support of funding and making the 
necessary organizational changes to implement Agile.  In order to assist with the transition, an 
Agile coach was hired from an outside consulting firm to train management and team members 
on the basics of Scrum and to help the projects and different groups transition into the new 
process. A pilot project was identified for the first phase of the Scrum implementation, and 
shortly after most projects and teams (including the offshore development teams) were fully
transitioned to Scrum. Some of the Scrum rules were modified slightly (such as two week 
iterations instead of 30 days), but for the most part all of the Scrum rules continue to be followed 
by teams. 
Almost two years after making the move to Agile, the organization has been able to start 
addressing the core challenges described above with the old software delivery method.  We are 
able to release requested features more often, and we are able to quickly adjust to changing
priorities or market conditions.  We have also demonstrated to our current customers the
advantages of migrating to a modern and extensible software architecture by giving them 
differentiating features in our new version faster and more reliably.  
�owever, the shift to Agile has not been without challenges.  Although it is beyond the
scope of this paper to speak to all of the challenges of this company-wide Agile adoption, I can 
speak to how difficult it was for me to enter into this new environment and my new role as a 
Business Analyst.  My main issue initially was that there were abundant sources of information 
on how a BA works within the traditional waterfall software development process, but very little 
information around how a BA is expected to contribute within an Agile process.  At the time of 
my hire, the new edition of the Business Analyst Body of Knowledge had not yet been 
published, and there was little to no mention of a BA or a Requirements Engineering role within 
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Agile in anything but discussion groups or blog sites.  Agile development was something
completely new to me, and I was looking for a more formal and accepted set of practices and 
tools that a Business Analyst could refer to within an Agile process for guidance.  I quickly
realized that the information and resources I was looking for did not exist.  It was this lack of 
formal information that has led me to my research question. 
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Chapter 2 - Review of Literature and Research
The following discussion is a review of the relevant literature taken from peer reviewed 
journals and conference proceedings for requirements engineering within Agile development.  
The review will first focus on the current state of Agile development research.  Next, the limited 
amount of research available relevant to Agile and requirements engineering will be evaluated.  
The theme throughout this literature review is to highlight the lack of research around the actual 
practice of requirements engineering within Agile.  There are a number of case studies around 
general Agile adoption and Agile practices (e.g. Lindvall, et al., 2004; Drobka, et al., 2004; 
Layman, et al., 2005; Schatz & Abdelshafi, 2005; Ceschi, et al., 2005; �anssen & Faegri, 2006; 
Nottonson & DeLong, 2008).  �owever, these studies either fail to mention requirements 
engineering or do not provide any specifics into the practice of performing requirements 
engineering within Agile.  Therefore, the scope of this literature review will not include research 
on general Agile adoption unless it includes an emphasis on requirements engineering.
In 2008, researchers Dyba and Dingsoyr published a systematic review of empirical 
studies for Agile software development.  Studies (including conference proceedings) published 
up to and including 2005 were evaluated and categorized into groups of related topics for 
analysis.  The aim of their review was to locate and evaluate all of the current empirical research 
around Agile development in order to provide a discussion on the state of the research.  The 
researchers also provided some discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of current Agile 
development approaches.  Dyba and Dingsoyr used critical evaluation criteria to narrow down 
the studies to include in their discussion.  For example, studies based solely on lessons learned 
and expert opinion alone were not considered empirically based studies and were not included 
for review.  The results of this evaluation yielded 33 primary and 3 secondary studies for further 
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analysis.  After their analysis, Dyba and Dingsoyr concluded that there was a need for additional 
empirical studies in Agile development in general, and that with the case of Scrum there was a 
large underrepresentation of study.  They noted that only one of the 36 studies in their review 
spoke about Scrum compared to how popular Scrum's adoption is in the industry (Dyba &
Dingsoyr, 2008).  It should be noted that of the 36 studies the researchers focused on, only five 
of those touched somewhat on project management aspects of Agile and only one of those 
discussed the topic of requirements within an Agile process.  The particular article discussing
requirements (Dagnino, et. al., 2004) merely reported that an Agile process was able to 
accommodate changing and evolving requirements better than a traditional up front planning
process. �owever, this study did not discuss in any detail the practice of performing
requirements engineering within the Agile process. 
The limitations of Dyba's and Dingsoyr's review and conclusions, which they freely
admit, is their potential bias in narrowing their selection of studies for analysis as well as the 
search terms used in locating studies for review.  �owever, by piloting the search and selection 
process as well as having a pre-defined method for evaluating quality for inclusion and exclusion 
of the final studies for analysis, the authors were able to reduce the amount of bias introduced 
into their study.  Another limitation of the study was that the selection only included the years 
prior to and including 2005 which leaves a significant gap of years where the state of the 
research could have changed since their initial findings were reported.  Given that the researchers 
themselves found a trend of empirical studies increasing steadily from 2001 until 2005 (Dyba &
Dingsoyr, 2008), it can be reasonably assumed that there are a number of studies since 2005 that 
the researchers could not include in their evaluation.   
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While it is beyond the scope of this literature review to fill in the research gap from Dyba 
and Dingsoyr's 2005 systematic review, the most recent literature around requirements 
engineering within Agile will be evaluated.  In one of those recent studies, Surendra (2007) used 
an ethnographic process called Strip Resolution Process (SRP) to help understand and guide the 
development of requirements.  Surendra argued that because the software development process 
was less like traditional engineering disciplines and more focused on the interaction between 
people and their mutual understanding, an ethnographic approach can be appropriate.  Surendra 
also provided evidence that an ethnographic approach has been suggested by previous 
researchers.
The Strip Resolution Process was chosen for study by Surendra because of its apparent 
ease of implementation so that developers would be able to apply this process without any
extensive training.  The implementation of this process was to first construct a basic 
understanding of the needs of the project stakeholder from the perspective of the developer in the 
form of a schema (Surendra, 2007).  In the Strip Resolution Process, the schema is the 
researcher's attempt to articulate their understanding of the environment under study based on 
initial observations and interviews.  The schema in Surendra's application of SRP to software 
development can be built upon interviews, discussions and documentation between the developer
and the project stakeholders.  The schema in SRP can then be equated to the software 
requirements for a development project in Surendra's comparison.
The next step in Surendra's application of SRP was to demonstrate the developer's 
understanding of the stakeholder's requirement via a working prototype to determine if the 
developer's understanding matches up with that of the project stakeholder.  In the Strip 
Resolution Process, this is the Strip portion (Surendra, 2007).  If there is a mismatch between 
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that of the developer prototype and what the stakeholder really wanted, then a breakdown occurs 
(Surendra, 2007).  This breakdown is analyzed to determine how the mismatch occurred, and 
then a new schema is constructed along with another working prototype.  This process continues 
iteratively until there is a resolution between the developer's understanding and the project 
stakeholder. The other key in the Strip Resolution Process is that the schema should hold up 
over a variety of different strip tests to ensure that it is a coherent solution (Surendra, 2007).  
Surendra likens this to demonstrating the prototype to a variety of different stakeholders 
throughout the software organization to ensure that the prototype works for everyone involved.  
In Surendra's study, the Strip Resolution Process was applied to a single, small software 
development project in a case study organization, and the software prototype was successfully
accepted after the fourth iteration of the SRP process.  The study was perhaps important in 
illustrating that an ethnographic approach could be applied to the practice of requirements 
engineering to create a common language between the two disciplines.  �owever, the value 
beyond that illustration was not quantified nor was it compared to current ways of performing
requirements engineering.  It is questionable from these findings whether or not learning and 
implementing a formal ethnographic approach would provide any additional value to teams over 
and above how they are currently performing requirements engineering.
Another case study dealing with requirements engineering within Agile was conducted 
around the role of physical artifacts (Sharp, et al., 2008).  In this study, the authors explore two 
of the more common physical artifacts used by agile teams to capture and manage requirements:  
the story card and story wall.  The authors explore the reason for these items and describe how
they are physically used.  The authors identify the two primary uses of these physical artifacts as 
being first notational in nature and second in providing a context to promote social interaction. 
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The researchers briefly describe what the story cards and story wall look like and how 
they are used by the teams that they studied.  They observe that the notational conventions for 
these artifacts vary considerably between different teams, but the basic information and the use 
of these artifacts are for the most part the same.  The researchers describe the story cards as a 
notational device while the wall is used as a visual system for processing the work.  They go on 
to illustrate the role that the story cards play in capturing and prioritizing customer requirements 
and how the cards and the story wall are used in conjunction to process the day-to-day work 
done by the team.  Taken together, the story card and wall are also used as a visual project 
dashboard to provide any passerby insight into the state of the project (Sharp, et al., 2008).  
The authors devote the remaining bulk of their article to use a cognitive dimensions 
framework to describe the notational value of the artifacts and an ethnographic approach to 
analyze the social aspects of these artifacts.  The authors believe that after analyzing these 
artifacts with these two complimentary approaches, they were able to show how the two artifacts 
complement each other appropriately with a mix of notational and social aspects to make teams 
successful (Sharp, et al., 2008).   
Although the authors concentrate very lightly on the actual practice of using these 
physical artifacts in the practice of requirements engineering, they do present a compelling
argument for practicing teams.  Both the notational and social context of these artifacts, when 
taken together and in this physical form, are highly complex but their value cannot be 
understated for enabling the success of these teams.  Therefore teams attempting to transfer these 
two artifacts into electronic form, absent these physical aspects, may not achieve the same 
success.
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Pikkarainen, et al. (2008) provide another study that focuses some attention on Agile 
requirements engineering.  Their case study was conducted at a software development 
organization looking at two different projects and the effect that Agile practices have on 
communication. Since the early Agile adopters believed that an increase in face-to-face 
communication is an important value enough to include as one of the twelve values in the Agile 
Manifesto (Agile Manifesto, 2001), the researchers wanted to study how using Agile methods 
impacted communication.  Their primary assumption prior to collecting the data in their research 
was that using Agile methods "facilitates the transfer of knowledge and should beneficially
affect the software development process which is based on communication" (Pikkarainen, et al., 
2008, p. 309). 
The researchers used coordination theory to map the dependencies between the particular 
roles in Agile software development and then used those mappings to evaluate the effectiveness 
of both internal and external communication (Pikkarainen, et al. 2008).  Internal communication 
was defined as communication between developers and those roles directly supporting the 
development of the project.  External communication was considered to be between the internal 
team and the project stakeholders driving the direction of the project but not directly working on 
the development. Throughout the study, the researchers mentioned the tools used to facilitate 
communication inside the internal team and between the internal team and external project 
stakeholders. Many of these tools, such as the product backlog, were defined as being used in 
the requirements management and engineering process.  �owever, the researchers did not go into 
depth on how these tools are utilized except to describe how they facilitate either internal or 
external communication. 
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The researchers concluded that Agile practices and tools had positive effects on internal 
communication within the teams.  Yet, there were risks uncovered in the case of external 
communication. Because there is more tacit knowledge and less documentation within Agile, 
there is a risk that external communication is reliant upon internal team members sharing that 
information with external project stakeholders.  Furthermore, they found that when the number 
of external stakeholders on a project increased, the communication mechanisms of Agile (i.e., 
sprint planning meetings, daily Scrums) increasingly fell short in facilitating that 
communication. The key finding was that if teams are looking to Agile methodologies to 
increase communication, then care should be taken to only implement those aspects of Agile 
where teams will get the benefit and leave those plan-based approaches in place where 
appropriate (Pikkarainen, et al., 2008).  
This finding by Pikkarainen, et al. certainly impacts the direction of requirements 
engineering, even though the actual practice of performing requirements engineering was not 
addressed. When the number of outside stakeholders or even remote team members is increased 
in a project, then the researchers are suggesting the use of more plan-based methods of managing
requirements. Otherwise, a communication breakdown is likely to occur for external team 
members. Since this case study is isolated to one organization, it is yet to be seen whether these
findings can be replicated.  The researchers also suggest more study is needed in the area of 
communication and Agile in order to further validate their findings.
The final study to be discussed in this review was conducted in 2008 by Cao & Ramesh.  
In their study, they collected data from 16 organizations to evaluate and describe what practices 
Agile teams use to perform requirements engineering.  Cao & Ramesh gathered data at these 
organizations by conducting interviews, through direct observation, and a review of documents 
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and artifacts.  The researchers focused on identifying what common practices were performed 
across all of the organizations.  They also outlined what challenges and benefits came out of 
using these practices from the point of view of the study participants.
Cao & Ramesh concluded that there were seven Agile requirements engineering practices 
that were found common across all of these organizations.  These common practices were the 
heavy use of face-to-face communication, iterative requirements engineering, constant 
requirement prioritization, constant planning of requirement changes, the use of prototypes, test-
driven development, and the use of review meetings and acceptance tests (Cao & Ramesh, 
2008). Some of the organizations utilized the practices more or less compared to each other and 
not all organizations experienced the same challenges.  It was noteworthy that all organizations 
studied listed the most common challenges as acquiring sufficient access to the customer 
representative for their projects, and coming to agreement on requirement decisions between 
different stakeholder groups.  The most important of the requirement engineering practice listed 
by these organizations was the heavy use of face-to-face communication between the developers 
and customers (Cao & Ramesh, 2008).  
Although the researchers did not specifically focus on the role and perspective of the 
requirements engineer or Business Analyst in their research, Cao & Ramesh are the only
researchers that have yet to provide empirical study into the actual practice of requirements 
engineering within Agile development.  Because Cao and Ramesh were able to collect and 
compare data from 16 different case study organizations, they go further in being able to 
generalize their findings to apply in other situations.  �owever, considering the lack of other 
studies similar to Cao and Ramesh, there is certainly an opportunity to expand this body of 
research.  It has been noted that "By performing multiple case studies andlor experiments and 
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recording the context variables of each case study, researchers can build up evidence through a
family of experiments" (Layman, et al., 2005).  It is therefore the goal of my research to build on 
that body of evidence through an additional qualitative study on requirements engineering within 
Agile development.    
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 
It was noted that "if a concept or phenomenon needs to be understood because little 
research has been done on it, then it merits a qualitative approach (Creswell, 2009, p. 18)".  The 
qualitative approach is described by Creswell (2009) as exploratory in its nature and is the 
appropriate design when the researcher is unclear about the variables that need to be studied.  
Since the research question for my study explored a topic where little study has been directed, as 
previously illustrated in the literature review, a qualitative study was chosen as the basis for my
research methodology.  The characteristics of how this study was conducted within this 
framework are discussed in the following sections. 
3.1 Participants
The data compiled for this study was wholly collected through my direct participation as 
the researcher within the environment and situation under study.  As a recently hired Business 
Analyst in an organization that had recently made the transition to Agile, I had the unique 
opportunity to interact, observe, and record the information I had gathered acting in a role of a
direct participant within the process.  As such, I was fully able to explore and develop a deep and 
intimate understanding of the role of a Business Analyst within an Agile centered organization.  
My background prior to becoming a Business Analyst was in Information Technology Support, 
Systems Administration, and then managing a staff of technologists responsible for maintaining
the IT systems and support for an entire organization.  While I had some experience in 
developing and supporting technology solutions, I had no prior experience or knowledge of what 
a Business Analyst was expected to do within Agile, nor did I have any prior experience as a 
Business Analyst in a traditional waterfall development organization.  Although the Agile 
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development process was a concept that I had heard referenced in some of my previous work and 
studies, I had little to no knowledge about what the process specifically entailed.  
When I began my role as a Business Analyst, my initial training and expectations that I
developed came primarily from observing and then participating in projects already in progress 
and through my own research and reading about the Agile process.  Since the transition to Agile 
was relatively new to the organization where I work, the Business Analyst role had evolved and 
changed over time, and continues to be in flux.  I had to discover for myself what it meant to be a 
Business Analyst in Agile with a combination of no formal definition of my job role from my
organization and a lack of any guidance from the research community.  It therefore made sense 
to put the focus on exploring my experiences, recording my observations, and describing my
approach and findings as an observer-as-participant in this process. 
While other participants within my organization helped me to frame my understanding
and influence my findings, I have primarily drawn from my own experiences, observations and 
actions. This information has come from working directly with my teams on the projects that I
have been assigned and through the interaction with fellow Business Analysts and other 
employees.
3.2 Place
An overview of the organization in which this study has taken place was already
presented in 1.2 Company Background.  This section describes the unique environmental, 
organizational and project characteristics of the organization.  The important team member roles 
and interactions and the work setting within the organization where the study was conducted will 
also be described.  
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The product under development for my organization consists of a numerous set of 
features that have to work together to form the basis for the entire software platform.  Over the 
years, the software platform has grown in features and complexity that no single developer or
development team can become experts in every area under development.  Furthermore, each 
feature can be in a different state of maturity as well as having a different priority for the 
organization.  Therefore, the organization made the decision to organize teams around software 
features.  Each team's focus could then be directed towards one or more feature sets and thus 
these teams could become the experts and owners of those particular features.  Teams could be 
scaled up or down appropriately to support larger or more important features and new teams 
could be created or organized if new features needed to be developed into the platform.  
The feature-based organization of teams also fits better into the Agile development 
methodology.  Each team is organized around a much more manageable sized project and 
product vision. In practical terms, this means that short development cycles could be 
constructed and easily tracked within teams, and changes in direction or priority could be easily
worked into the next development cycle.  This also translates into a team size that is small 
enough to meet together in daily stand-up meetings, and the entire team is physically located 
together for increased face-to-face interaction and collaboration.  Working within a limited scope 
of responsibility, teams are allowed to develop a high level of expertise in their areas by
maintaining a narrow yet deep focus on their particular feature areas.  Efficiencies could also be 
gained by having teams focus in one feature area for an extended period of time over several 
releases.  The amount of time spent task switching is reduced and the tacit knowledge built up 
over many months working within the particular feature code base is not wasted by moving
developers and team members from one area of the system to another.  
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In order to support feature-based teams, the product development organizational 

structure is also divided into various cross-sections of features which a Product Manager (PDM) 
is responsible for overseeing.  Each team's feature development work is provided by this Product 
Manager role who is assigned to drive the vision and direction for each of their features across 
multiple releases. From the bottom up, the product development hierarchy then consists of a 
number of Product Managers whose feature teams work independently of each other but come 
together at the Product Director level to ensure that all features converge to form the entirety of 
the company's product vision.   
From the top down, the VP of Product works with each Product Director to develop and 
maintain the company's product roadmap.  This longer term product vision for the entire 
company is then disseminated to the individual Product Managers who can then intimately
understand and maintain their feature release roadmaps.  Since all product teams work in short 
development cycles using Agile, the entire organization can quickly move the product direction, 
or just certain sections of product features can be adjusted to changing market or customer 
demands. This feature team structure has allowed for the top down decomposition and 
prioritization of the entire company's product vision to be filtered and managed at the individual 
small team level. Much like an Agile project, the entire company has been setup to quickly
respond to change while still being able to maintain a larger and longer-term product vision. 
The Business Analyst role works with the Project Manager (PM) on each team to ensure 
that the release and product vision is executed at the day-to-day level and over the iteration and 
release cycles.  The BA works closely with the Product Manager (PDM) to understand their 
vision for the product and they interact closely over the course of the iteration cycles to make 
sure that the most important features for the product are implemented first.  This prioritization is 
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re-examined at the planning stages for the next iteration to ensure that when the team starts a 
new iteration of work, the most important items are again addressed in the proper order.   
Decomposing the Product Manager's high level feature requests into understandable and 
manageable chunks of work for the team to be able to complete in a two week iteration cycle is 
also the responsibility of the BA.  
The remainder of the feature team is made up of a number of developers and quality
assurance engineers who are fully allocated to a single team.  �nlike these fully allocated 
resources, the Business Analyst is assigned to at least two or more teams depending on the size 
and complexity of the projects.  The team also has shared resources that span across multiple 
projects that provide input and work to the team when required such as �ser Experience 
Engineers, Product Architects, Technical Writers, and Database Administrators.  These resources 
are not required to provide work during every iteration and therefore they are shared across a 
number of teams.
The work setting for development projects consists of an area of cubes where as much as 
possible the entire team is seated together so that face-to-face interaction and spontaneous 
meetings and other communications can take place easily.  Since many of the shared resources, 
such as the BA, cannot always sit close to every team they work with some team members are 
not as conveniently located to those they work with as other teams.  �owever, in all cases the 
fully allocated developers and quality assurance engineers sit together in the same area.  The 
entire organization consists of nearly 500 �.S. employees with Sales, �uman Resources, 
Marketing, Client Services, Information Technology, Technical Support, Software Engineering, 
Product Management, and Program Management departments.  
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The organization also has an off-shore development operation that is similarly structured 
around feature teams and is about 60 employees in size.  This team's location is within a time 
zone that is 12 hours different than the �.S. organization.  One other distinction for this off-shore 
operation is the development and quality assurance roles for these teams are located off-shore, 
while the business roles (BA, and Product Manager) and primary Project Manager role is located 
in the �.S. The off-shore teams also have Project Managers on their end that provide the 
necessary organizational structure to run the teams during their time zone so that communication 
and hand off can occur between the off-shore Project Manager and the �.S. Project Manager.  If
the remote team needs information for follow-up from the �.S. side of the team, it is these two 
Project Manager roles that are responsible for making sure the flow of information does not 
impede the progress of the team.
The project team that was observed during this study consisted of six Developers, four 
�uality Assurance Engineers, and one Project Manager which were fully allocated to this 
project. In addition, the team consisted of a Product Manager and I was the Business Analyst.  
Both I and the Product Manager were not fully allocated to this project team, but this was our 
primary project team allocation.  This team also shared a �ser Experience Engineer, Product 
Architect, and a Database Administrator as needed.  As described above, this team was one of 
many responsible for ownership and maintenance of a subset of our organization's software
product features.  The feature teams in the organization range in size depending on the amount 
and complexity of the features they are responsible for maintaining.  This particular team was 
responsible for two major feature sets and was a bit larger than most other teams.   
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3.3 Instruments and Materials 
This section describes the tools and materials that were used in the study for data 
collection. The primary tool for the collection and compilation of data was Microsoft OneNote 
which is an electronic journaling program.  Notes and observations can be recorded very quickly
using this program and then images, documents, emails or any other form of electronic data 
relating to that note could be attached and then associated.
The bulk of the material collected was my meeting notes and project observations which 
were recorded chronologically and organized by project into sections using Microsoft OneNote.  
Email communications between me and my team members were also collected.  Finally, some 
work products produced during the course of the data collection period including documents and 
images throughout the course of my projects were compiled.  Therefore, all the material for this 
project was collected with and compiled into a single electronic storage location for analysis and 
archiving.
3.. Procedure
The data collected for this study consisted of an intense period of observational and 
electronic artifact collection from two iterations of Agile development work.  Each of the two 
iterations lasted two weeks for this team and spanned between March 1st - March 26th, 2010. I
also collected data during the week leading up to the start of this iteration period and the week 
continuing after the end of the second iteration.  Based upon my year of experience participating
in Agile projects, I understood that much of the work conducted by a Business Analyst takes 
place outside of the actual development periods.  Therefore, I wanted to make sure that those 
interactions were also included for this review.  Even though as a Business Analysts I am a 
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shared resource on multiple teams, observations and artifacts for those additional teams were not 
included for this analysis.  �owever, I did record all interactions I had outside of my study
team's work but where the observation directly applied to my role as a Business Analyst.  These 
types of interactions included discussions with my entire Business Analyst team, the coaching of 
other Business Analysts in the tools or process I used for my projects, or where the interaction or 
observation cut across every project I am a part of in some meaningful way.
The team that received the focus of my observation was the team where I was physically
located within my immediate workspace.  Because of the close proximity to my other team
members, I was able to naturally interact with these team members and observe and participate in 
a greater amount of interactions.  This team's close proximity and formal Agile process 
ceremony (i.e., Daily Scrum, Iteration Planning, Retrospective, etc.) is as close to what 
Schwaber (2004) refers to when describing a healthy, co-located Scrum project team.
Any interaction where I was involved directly with members of my team or interactions 
with external stakeholders which affected the work of my team were recorded as an individual 
page within a daily electronic log.  Whenever possible, each interaction was recorded in the form 
of descriptive notes as they were occurring so that I could record as much detail immediately
rather than fill in information after it has perhaps degraded from my memory.  The direct 
recording of data was not always possible given the nature of work disruptions and because of 
time constraints. �owever, at the end of each work day, I went back and added any missing
information around those interactions to ensure that I had a complete accounting of everything I
participated in or worked on within my project.
Within each page of the electronic journal, I included a short title and date stamp along
with a brief description of what the interaction entailed.  This was followed by a series of 
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descriptive notes about the interaction which often included background information which 
could help put the information into context.  When the interaction included associated artifacts 
such as a follow-up email conversation or other work products I produced or was a part of, these
items were included as sub-pages within the electronic journal.  If my interaction occurred 
wholly over email, those emails were attached as separate pages within the journal. 
As I was concerned with exploring the role of the Business Analyst during this process, 
my observations of my work and interactions were focused from that point of view.  �owever, 
my descriptions would not be complete or provide enough context without mentioning or
describing the other roles as I was interacting with my team.  While I was recording descriptions, 
these other roles were only identified generically with a role name, and I took care not to record 
or include any personally identifiable information around any of my team members.  The same 
care was taken when I attached work products or included email interactions with other 
employees.  In these cases, I replaced the name or email address with the generic role name of 
that person. For example, I used Product Manager when referring to the Product Manager on my
team and used that same type of label if that person was included in email records.  
3.5 Data Analysis 
The data analysis began with a read through of all the individual sections and 
chronological pages of observations and artifacts that were collected.  Since my research 
objective was to define the role of the Business Analyst within an Agile development process, I
analyzed and coded the data from that perspective.  Therefore, the areas where I organized and 
grouped my data were designed with my research question in mind.  As each page was read, I
created a "tag" within the Microsoft OneNote program that defined my first impression of how 
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that thought or passage could be classified into a topic area.  OneNote comes with a number of 
default tags I could have used, but they were limited and I had the option of creating and 
defining my own custom tags.  These tags in OneNote were custom created with a symbol, title, 
and a text color or text highlight.  The attributes except for title were optional, but I found that 
the symbols next to the passage and the unique text color color made it easier for me to glance at 
my notes and see what I had completed and what was still to be coded.  
Once I created one of these custom tags, I then highlighted the particular passage of text 
and applied the tag to that information using OneNote.  As I was reading through each page and 
expanding my list of tags, I also created a new section within OneNote with a table.  This section 
and table kept track of what tags I created with the description for the tag, the title I had defined, 
the symbol I had used, and the text color that I had chosen.  I made changes and additions to this 
table as I continued to define and refine my groupings.  In addition to placing a symbol next to 
the text and applying the text color to my data, this process automatically created an association 
with any data that shared the same tag.  A report produced within OneNote could show me at any
time all of the passages across my notes that were defined with each tag.  This process continued 
iteratively until I had several broad groups of tags applied to all of my information.   
Once I had gone through all of my data and applied tags to the information, I was able to 
create a report page in OneNote that outlined a grouping of the data by each tag.  I then analyzed 
the data contained in these groupings to see if any further refinement was necessary.  I quickly
found that a lot of my tags were overlapping.  I had some passages where it was difficult for me 
not to apply two tags to the information.  Therefore, I continued to make refinements to my
tagging until the data was able to fit better within a broader set of groupings.  I continued to 
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iterate through this process of tag and data refinement until I had no remaining overlapping
passages.
This refinement process produced several sub groupings of distinct categories under a 
few of my major theme areas.  I allowed these sub groupings to develop and tagged them 
separately but included them for analysis and discussion within the broader area of the main 
theme. I also included a tag for background information.  I found that in my observations I was 
providing additional contextual data that did not get grouped into a theme or category.  Even 
though this information did not feed directly into any of my findings tied to the Business Analyst 
role, this information was later used to help construct the detailed narrative around the project, 
roles, and work setting which I have used throughout this paper. 
To address the reliability and validity of my study, I employed several approaches.  To 
maintain reliability, all of my notes, work products and other forms of data were directly
recorded in a single location for analysis.  There was no need to transcribe from written notes to 
electronic format, and therefore no risk in making mistakes moving from one form of media for 
data collection to another form for analysis.  After each day of data gathering, the observations 
and other work products were reviewed thoroughly to make sure there were no mistakes in 
recording, major omissions, or any gaps in recorded activities.   
To validate my findings and lend credibility to my themes as they developed, I used data
triangulation.  This approach is discussed by Yin (2003) and Creswell (2009) as one important 
form of ensuring qualitative study validation.  This approach brings together different data
sources which help the researcher point to the same finding.  While I was coding and reviewing
my data, I created a tag that identified when I had two or more separate sources of information 
coming together to demonstrate whether I had properly triangulated my findings.  For example, I
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had email, work products, and images along with my observational data that made triangulation 
possible. 
A peer review of my themes and findings was another form of validation that was used.  
This approach is described by Creswell (2009) as using an external peer to assist the researcher 
in validating the accuracy and the accounting of the information put forth by the researcher.  This 
peer review exercise both helped to validate my findings and enforced the reliability of what I
had presented.  I was able to execute this approach by discussing and presenting my findings 
with a senior Business Analyst working outside of my projects but within my organization.  As 
my data came mainly from the perspective of how I was conducting Requirements Engineering, 
this peer review from another Business Analyst helped me to confirm that what I was finding
was not isolated to just my projects or my perspective. 
The final method I used in my study for validity was to describe in detail the setting, 
actors and situations I encountered while conducting my study.  I used that information while 
presenting the discussion of my findings and have used as much of this rich detail throughout 
other sections of this paper whenever possible.  This method of validity is listed by Creswell 
(2009) as one of several strategies a researcher can use for study validity.
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Chapter 4 - Results 
My original research question was:  What is the role of the Business Analyst within an 
Agile development process?  The results outlined in this chapter directly address this question by
presenting the five major Business Analyst role themes I found through the data analysis 
exercise.  Whenever a distinct sub grouping was discovered under any of these major themes, 
those sub groupings were also described.  In order to provide some context for objective 
evaluation of these themes, I included a percentage of occurrence calculation for each theme.  
This percentage calculation is based upon the number of distinct observed occurrences of the 
theme divided by the total number of all unique observations that were coded in this study.  Note 
that when a major theme contained sub groupings, the percentage of occurrence calculation for 
the major theme also included the sub grouping rolled up into the total for the major theme.  The 
major themes found were:  Communication, Agile Process, Analysis, Prioritization, and 
Dependency Management.
As illustrated in "Table1: Business Analyst Role Themes", the BA role theme labeled 
Communication, along with the four distinct sub groups, made up the highest percentage of 
observations recorded and analyzed during this study at 32�.  The Communication role theme 
was coded from any interaction where I was responsible for communicating the team's current or 
future project work.  The unique sub groupings under Communication included:  External, 
Status, Team, and Planning.  The sub group labeled External was coded whenever I met with any
external stakeholders to convey information around what the team was currently working.  The
Status sub group under Communication was observed whenever I communicated directly with 
other team members in order to retrieve status information on their current tasks or project work.  
Whenever there was an instance where I was engaged with some members or the entire team in 
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formal, scheduled discussions regarding the team's current or future project work, the Team sub 
group item was used.  Finally, any instance where I conducted planning discussions with 
members of the team, the Planning sub group under Communication was coded. 
The next highest occurring Business Analyst role theme that surfaced in the data analysis 
was labeled Agile Process and constituted 31� of the total observations for the study.  This 
theme, which included two additional sub groupings, was defined as any information found 
which related to the practice, coaching, or refinement of the Agile process by the Business 
Analyst.  This theme included any interactions which took place inside or outside of the team.  
This BA role theme surfaced with two sub groups of information which included Coaching and 
Tools. Coaching was distinct because these interactions involved assisting other teams in their 
practice of Agile.  The Tools sub group contained items when I was directly involved in 
constructing or using tools to manage the Agile process.
The third BA role theme that was uncovered during data analysis and coding was 
Analysis.  The Analysis role theme represented 21� of the total observations in the study and 
was coded whenever I was asked to perform requirements analysis or a presentation of that 
analysis.  This theme also included any requests directly to me to provide clarifications for how 
our software should behave in given situations.  The sub group under this theme was Testing.  
This included any instances where I assisted with testing current functionality or with 
reproducing issues found in the software.
The fourth BA role theme, Prioritization, represented 10� of the total interactions coded.  
The Prioritization theme was observed whenever I directly intervened (questioned) or was asked
to assess the team's prioritization of work, or any cases where I assisted with or directly guided 
the prioritization of work for our team.  Only one sub group developed under this theme and that 
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was labeled Reviewing and Accepting.  A form of affecting the team's time and therefore 
indirectly guiding priority, Reviewing and Accepting was observed and coded whenever I was 
the primary role responsible for reviewing the work our team had done and accepting it as 
complete.
The final BA role theme that was discovered was labeled Dependency Management.  
This theme constituted 6� of the observed data.  This theme was a unique role area defined 
whenever I was responsible for the management of cross team work dependencies.  
Dependencies are defined whenever one feature team is dependent upon another team's feature 
code in order to meet their commitments. 
The presentation of the five major themes, the sub groupings, and the percentage of 
occurrence calculation is shown in "Table 1: Business Analyst Role Themesn. 
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Table 1: Business Analyst Role Themes 

Theme Description Percentage of 
Occurrence 
Communication Communication includes any general project related interactions 
where the discussions are initiated or led by the BA.
Distinct Sub Groupings within Communication:
Sub Grouping 
Name 
Sub Grouping Description 
External The communication that takes place outside of the
team between the BA and external stakeholders.
Status Communication with team members around task
or work item status.
Team Any interactions where the full team or partial
team is engaged in a scheduled discussion led by 
the BA.
Planning Meetings or conversations with portions of the
team with the specific purpose of planning or 
preparing for full team meetings and discussions.
32 % 
Agile Process Information relating to the practice, refinement, or coaching of the
Agile process by the BA within or outside of the team. 
Sub Groupings within Agile Process:
Sub Grouping 
Name 
Sub Grouping Description 
Coaching Agile process or tools coaching from the BA to 
other teams.
Tools The use or development of tools by the BA to assist
in the management of an Agile development
project.
31 % 
  
  
  
    
    
    
  
  
 
 
 
 
    
   
 
 
 
  
  
   
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
    
  
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
Wagner
Analysis Information relating to analysis of the product or requirements, 
presenting the analysis results, or providing clarification on how
things should work or how they currently work in the product.
Distinct Sub Groupings within Analysis:
Sub Grouping
Name
Sub Grouping Description 
Testing Testing out product functionality or assisting with 
the reproduction and confirmation of issues.
21 % 
36 
Prioritization Information related to assessing, assisting with, or directly guiding 
prioritization of work coming into our team or deflecting work from
reaching our team.
Distinct Sub Grouping within Prioritization:
10 % 
Sub Sub Grouping Description 
Grouping
Name
Reviewing Reviewing the work the team has produced and 
and accepting it as complete. This also includes making
Accepting go / no go decisions around release decisions.  
Dependency Information or activities around or the process of managing feature 6 %
Management dependencies across teams.
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Chapter 5 - Discussion
To summarize my results, the five major Business Analyst role areas identified were:  
Communication (32�), Agile Process (31�), Analysis (21�), Prioritization (10�), and 
Dependency Management (6�).  In order to illustrate how these five themes come together to 
fully describe the role of a Business Analyst in Agile, I have provided a detailed discussion of 
each theme in the sections below.
5.1 Communication 
In my organization's Agile development process, I found that the Business Analyst role
acted primarily as a communication and information broker for the project team.  As was 
illustrated in the four different sub groupings under this theme, much of the work that I
performed for my project was directed toward communicating with external stakeholders and the
project team in order to gather and share general project information or status.  Working with 
other roles such as the Product Manager (PDM) and Project Manager (PM), I acted to balance 
the amount and quality of information flowing into and out of the team appropriately.  I found 
that achieving this balance was essential to allow the product builders (Developers and �A) on 
the team to sufficiently focus on the current iteration of work without unnecessary distractions.  
At the same time the team received enough information to know what to build and how to build 
it. 
Planning discussions were also sub grouped into this theme.  As the BA, I organized sub 
sets of the team in order to plan the approach for when and what was appropriate to 
communicate to the whole team.  Planning in this context was not around analyzing the type of 
work the team would be doing, but rather organizing and focusing the information presented to 
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the full team so that it was concise and appropriately relevant.  With two week iterations Agile 
development is fast paced at our organization.  While work was performed during the two weeks 
by our product developers, the BA, Product Manager, and Project Manager constantly
communicated with each other to ensure that the next two weeks of work was prepared to pass to 
the development team by the end of the current iteration.  Planning how, when, and what we 
would communicate to the full team was not intended to keep important information or decisions 
from the other team members.  On the contrary, it was a targeted approach designed to give the
team only the most important information they needed with a goal to reduce the number of 
interruptions for our development resources.  Putting in the time to plan in this way was intended 
to make the full team interactions focused and succinct.
Two related but distinctive major themes from Communication were Prioritization and 
Analysis.  These two themes will be discussed at length in following sections.  �owever, it is 
important to note in this Communication theme that the prioritization and analysis work 
performed by the BA often informed the general communication passed on (or not passed on) to 
the team or external stakeholders.  For example, it was often important to fully analyze and 
correctly prioritize the work before communicating that work to the full team or passing on 
specific work to a developer.  On more than one occasion, the analysis performed by me was 
enough information for the Product Manager to decide not to have our resources take on 
particular work items.   
In a study referenced in my literature review, Cao & Ramesh (2008) found a similar 
communication theme in practice at Agile organizations.  They describe the importance of face-
to-face communication between the customer and the team over the use of written 
documentation for requirements engineering.  My Communication theme described here is both 
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more broadly defined to include more than face-to-face communication and is specifically
targeted to the role of the BA in brokering that communication.  �owever, I believe my
observations generally support the findings by Cao & Ramesh (2008) that the extensive use of 
communication over documentation is a common practice in Agile development organizations.  
Where my findings can add value above the research conducted by Cao & Ramesh is in 
providing a specific perspective on how that communication is managed by a Business Analyst.
5.2 Agile Process
In my Agile development project, I often played the role of an Agile process champion 
for my project team and coach or advisor to other teams.  Whenever there were questions about 
the use of our Scrum process, or the tools we were using to manage our development process, 
these questions came to me to advise or guide the team.  I also found myself interjecting my
suggestions for improvement or process direction even when unprompted but where I felt the 
team needed guidance. These suggestions were often well received.  The two passages below 
came from the Senior Director of Software Engineering when I suggested an approach to 
conducting planning meetings before iteration planning.
"Awesome. I like the plan, Nate.  I will help however I can."
 
"Very cool.  Looking forward to some very productive pre- and actual- iteration planning
 
meetings".
 
One sub group under the Agile Process theme surfaced around the use and construction 
of Tools that assisted in managing our team's Scrum Agile process.  This sub group was 
distinctive from the major Agile Process theme because the tools helped manage the 
development process, but the Agile process was the umbrella under which the tools were given 
context and meaning.  One such tool that I used extensively with the team was a physical task 
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board built on a white board.  The board was by constructed with columns and descriptions 
where the team's work was visually displayed as individual items of work.  As the team 
members pulled work from one side of the board starting on the left as "unassigned", the
progress of that item was tracked across the board as the work moved through various stages 
including:  assigned, dev complete, ready for �A, and finally, ready for release.  
I found that utilizing the task board served the team on various levels.  From outside our
team, any product stakeholder could walk by our area and see how we were tracking towards our 
release goal and iteration commitments.  One concrete example of this in use was with our 
Production Release Manager.  The Production Release Manager, who was responsible for 
managing our entire organization's production release process and who was not on our team, was 
often observed standing at our task board to see how we were tracking for our release.  From the 
team's perspective, we utilized the task board every day during our daily Scrum to have each 
member of the team speak to their assigned work.  Each person provided their updated 
information to the full team on their progress, any roadblocks or issues as we worked through the 
iterations.  To illustrate this task board, see "Figure 1: Agile Task Board" below which was a
photograph taken during one of our iterations using this tool. 
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Figure 2: Agile Task Board
As I referenced in my literature review, the use of tools on Agile teams has been 
presented by Sharp, et al., (2008) in their study on physical artifacts.  What I have described in 
the previous passage and illustrated with the above photo align with the study findings.  What 
Sharp, et al., called the story wall and I what I have called the task board was used both for 
notational and social purposes for the team (Sharp, et al., 2008).  Further, the authors described 
the story wall as a visual dashboard used to inform any passerby the status of the team's project 
work (Sharp, et al., 2008).  I also found this to be the case as my example above with the 
Production Release Manager using our task board to get our team's release readiness status by
using only the information on the wall.  What I cannot infer from the study by Sharp, et al. is 
what role the Business Analyst played, if any, in constructing or managing the physical artifacts 
they studied.  I can only report that in my observations, I played the primary role in constructing
and managing our task board throughout the project. 
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As I conclude the interpretation of the Agile Process theme, which I have described as 
Agile process champion or coach, it was somewhat surprising to me that this theme showed up 
second only to Communication in the number of observations I recorded.  If I look to the review 
of literature, there was no guidance around this role being applied to the Business Analyst.  
�owever, I do understand from my research within the general Agile literature that the role I
found myself acting in for this theme was closer to what Schwaber refers to as the Scrum Master 
(Schwaber, 2004).  As described in the introduction chapter under section 1.1 Agile 
Methodologies, Schwaber (2004) described the Scrum Master as more of a process coach and
project facilitator.  Schwaber points to this role traditionally being filled by the Project Manager 
(Schwaber, 2004).  On my project, we did have the Project Manager role which I observed
performing a mix of the traditional project management tasks (project metrics, status reports, 
etc.) and some of those tasks described by Schwaber including leading the daily Scrum, and 
facilitating the team's work (Schwaber, 2004).
While I do not want to completely undermine the importance of this theme surfacing in 
my research as one major focus for the BA role, I do postulate that this theme is very specific to
my given situation and background.  Agile methodologies were a primary focus of my research 
and interest for the past year.  By the time I started collecting data for this study, I had already
been researching Agile methodologies for some time.  I also had gained significant experience as 
a BA on several Agile projects using our organization's implementation of Scrum over the past 
year.  If not for my specific interest, research and experience, it is unclear if the Agile process 
champion theme would have surfaced as such a large part of my role.
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5.3 Analysis 
During the course of my Agile development project, I was asked or I volunteered on 
many occasions to provide analysis into a product requirement or clarification around expected 
product feature functionality.  This analysis was always followed up with a communication of 
my findings.  The results of this analysis were most often used to drive product decisions that 
directly affected the work coming into my team.  As work was being queued for the team into 
our next iteration, I worked closely and often with our Product Manager to not only understand 
the work being asked of us as feature requirements but also the importance of this work to our 
clients or to our product vision.  If anything was unclear, further analysis or discussion was 
conducted. This allowed me to wholly represent that issue or item of work to the rest of the 
team. More importantly, I was then able to understand the relative importance of each item of 
work in relation to each other.  Based upon a complete analysis of all the items of work proposed 
for our team to work on, I felt comfortable and often did challenge our work prioritization.
One distinct sub group that I identified in my coding under Analysis was Testing.  
Testing was distinct from general Analysis in that when I was asked to test, I was being tasked 
with trying to walk through a specific scenario in order to reproduce a particular issue.  While I
believe that testing was a form of Analysis, it was not the same as looking at a product 
requirement or issue and deciding a direction based upon business rules or customer 
requirements. Testing is a very structured activity where the outcome is either confirmed or 
unconfirmed. Testing fed into analysis on more than one occasion in my observations when after 
an issue was discovered, I had to help our team and Product representative decide what the 
expected behavior should be based upon my knowledge of the product.
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Although the Analysis theme is probably most expected item to emerge for the role of the
Business Analyst, the literature review supports this finding in the context of Agile requirements 
engineering.  It is described by Cao & Ramesh, (2008) as being a process that occurs iteratively
during the course of the development process.  As I have described, I observed the Analysis 
theme occurring often with the input of new potential work items and requests from the Product 
Manager.  As I've mentioned in other themes, the research does not specifically describe the role 
that the Business Analyst plays under this theme.  �owever, one can infer that Analysis would be 
a major role for the BA whether or not an Agile process is in place.
5.. Prioritization
Prioritization was the fourth most common theme.  Specifically, I found that often I was 
not only assisting with but I was also directly guiding the prioritization of work for our team.  
This sometimes meant that work which was immediately scheduled for our team to work on was 
deferred or abandoned.  In some cases, this meant that the order in which our team was to 
complete the work was adjusted based on my suggestions.  Although the Product Manager or 
Client Services role always has the final say on what our team worked on, I had several 
interactions where my suggestions were taken as the final prioritization decision.
In one such interaction, I had analyzed a series of issues put in initial priority order by the 
Client Services Manager based on a short description of each issue.  These items were going to 
be resourced by our team to work on in order to release a new version of our product.  After
performing analysis on each of these issues, I presented my findings to the Product Manager and 
the Client Services manager along with a clear direction of what I thought the priority order 
should entail. The interaction around this example spanned over several meetings and emails, 
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but the result was an email message sent by the Client Services Manager which read "Thanks 
again Nate for putting this together.  I greatly appreciate your help on this and prioritization�  
Please let me know if there is anything else you need from me."
I discovered and labeled one sub grouping under this Prioritization theme as Reviewing
and Accepting.  This sub grouping was placed under the Prioritization theme because performing
work under this sub group meant that I was indirectly affecting the prioritization of the team's 
work time. During the course of the project work, this sub group was observed in two different 
ways.  As was the case on a couple of different occasions, absent the Product Manager or another 
business role, I had to make the call whether or not the team member had completed the work 
assigned and could therefore move onto another item of work.  
The other way this sub grouping was observed was on our release day.  In this particular 
situation, it was late in the day and we had to have our work completed in order to hand our code 
over to the release team in time to release as scheduled.  There was one small issue found in 
testing around one of our work items that could not be addressed by a developer and then tested 
in time for release.  I met with the Lead �A Engineer and the Developer still supporting our 
release readiness, but the conversation ended with me making the call to not hold the release for 
this small item. The Lead �A Engineer later sent the following to sum up our discussion:  "Per 
Nate, this scenario is not worth holding the train for so we're not going to wait for dev to look at 
this and get a fix, especially since it's so late in the afternoon of our boarding day".
As I found in my research and through discussing the themes, Prioritization and Analysis 
conducted by the BA role were often closely related.  Without my analysis or experience 
working in my project area for over a year, I would not have been in a position to guide priority.  
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�nless I already understood the problem or work item under review because of prior experience, 
I always had to conduct some amount of analysis in order to guide priority.
There was no specific mention of how the Business Analyst role directs priority within 
the research literature.  �owever, the way in which prioritization was conducted within Agile 
was mentioned as one of the themes Cao & Ramesh (2008) found across their study of 16 Agile
development companies. Cao & Ramesh described that all participants in the study reported that 
prioritization is done a number of different times during the development process instead of a 
single time up front (Cao & Ramesh, 2008).  I also found this to be true during the course of my
project and data analysis.  While Cao & Ramesh point to the same type of prioritization that I
found being performed on my team, there was no mention of what actors in that process 
managed or guided the prioritization.
5.5 Dependency Management 
The final Business Analyst role theme to discuss is Dependency Management.  As 
described in "Chapter 3 - Methodology" section 3.2 Place, the organization where I work and 
conducted this study had a feature team model where small teams are responsible for developing
and maintaining their feature code.  This team structure inevitably led to one team needing
changes done or additional features from another team within their feature code in order to meet 
a commitment. I found that the identification and management of these feature dependencies 
was one of the responsibilities that fell to the Business Analyst role.  This was a natural fit for the 
BA role as our BA team met regularly to discuss our projects.  Because of the intimate 
knowledge we all had of our own product backlogs and features, we were in a position to 
identify any dependencies we would need from other teams (or required by our team from other 
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teams). During the course of the data gathering for this project, our BA group conducted a 
dependency mapping exercise.  This exercise was used to discuss or update each other on 
dependencies we knew we had on each other's team.  While this exercise cut across every team I
worked on, the current project team under study was also discussed.
I found the idea around Dependency Management for an Agile development 
organization was not unique to our company.  In a study by Babinet & Ramanathan (2008), they
outlined the process and steps that a large scale Agile development organization goes through to 
manage dependencies.  During the dependency identification exercises described by Babinet &
Ramanathan, they report that the Scrum Master or Product Owner from each team got together in 
a room to discuss and identify dependencies (Babinet& Ramanathan, 2008).  �owever, they do 
leave it open that the role can be anyone from each team as long as each team is represented 
(Babinet& Ramanathan, 2008). 
5.7 Conclusion 
The role of the Business Analyst within the Agile development process in my
organization was not defined by a structured set of assigned responsibilities and clear boundaries.  
Through the process of observation and analysis, I have determined that five distinct yet related 
themes surfaced during the course of an Agile development project.  The role I played as a 
Business Analyst for my team contained a mix of all the themes:  Communication, Agile
Process, Analysis, Prioritization, and Dependency Management.  While the Agile literature and
research points in some way or another to my themes as expected within an Agile development 
process, the research fails to address how those themes apply to the Business Analyst role.  
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Where I have made a contribution to the growing field of Agile research was presenting one 
perspective from the point of view of a practicing Business Analyst.
�owever, I do understand that my work has some important limitations.   One of the 
larger limitations of my study is that it was conducted with a narrow and specific case and it 
cannot be generalized to other groups.  Another limitation is the short time period in which I
conducted the data gathering.  Although the amount of observations I gathered were extensive, it 
would have been interesting to see whether or not other themes developed over a more extended 
period of observation.  Another limitation is that my study was presented from the point of view 
of one observer acting within the role which was under study.  Even though I went through great 
lengths to ensure reliability and validity in my findings, my bias and what I thought was 
important to observe certainly helped to shape the study and the results.   
For further research, it would be beneficial to study the themes I have identified and 
apply them in a survey or large case study across a broad range of Business Analysts in other 
Agile development organizations.  Findings from studies such as these could determine if the 
themes I have identified are common or transferable to other BA settings.  Further qualitative 
studies observing the activities of practicing Business Analysts in other Agile organizations 
would also be important.  These types of studies could either validate my themes existing in 
other settings, or also uncover additional themes for further exploration. 
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